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Marist regional College has been shocked with new allegation of the Senior College Faculty, driving 
poorly around the local suburb of Burnie. Reports have indicated that the year 11 and 12 students 
have had endless complaints about their driving to and from school.  

One of the issues even happened at the school, with one of the female students recklessly ploughing 
her car into another parked car, fellow students were amazed when they saw the student carelessly 
not look and reverse without caution straight into the car. “I hadn’t seen anything like this before; 
these students just don’t seem to appreciate their own cars and their lives!”  Said a teacher who 
wished to be anonymous.   

There have been meetings held at the school to try and resolve the problem of the bad driving 
incidents, with the year level coordinator, Mr Keegan, saying “we have been holding a few meetings, 
here and there, but are trying to keep it to a minimum, its nothing to be too concerned about” Mr 
keegan went on to say that he was disappointed it all of the hype that has eventuated from all of this 
and wishes for it to be over very soon.  

It seems the main indicators seem, surprisingly, to be the girls of the College, who have had the 
majority of the complaints put to the school. “the girls have now had all of the meeting directed at 
them concerning their driving to and from school and also while around town while in the school 
uniform, we hope common sense prevails for these girls” Keegan Said.  

The boys of the grade have had a few one off problems but have all been resolved quickly. The 
school captain of the school Sam Wood was quoted saying “I feel that maybe some of the 
complaints are legit but with all of them being as serious as I’ve heard, I truly doubt that all of the 
problems are serious” Wood Said.  

Also commenting on how maybe the issue is on whom is doing the driving not what the problem is. 
“I feel the complaints are too stereotypic towards young youths and P Platers, with the older 
generation grouping all of us together. If they were able to isolate the people who were the real 
offenders then maybe they could appreciate that it’s not everyone.” 

The issues have now gone through to the teachers and their decisions on how to react on the 
students. Some options suggested by a fellow student Xavier Flynn were constantly reminding the 
students how serious these incidents are. “They need to be told how serious they could have been 
and how one second reckless driving could change lives dramatically.”  



There have been no further crashes at the school since the meetings have begun. Let’s hope they 
keep it that way.   
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